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Harnessing human intelligence to solve computational 
problems that are beyond the scope of existing machine 
intelligence: 

•ESP Game – image labels 

•FoldIt – protein structure 

•Galaxy Zoo – galaxy classification 

•reCAPTCHA – OCR of old print material 

Citizen Science  
(or human computation) 
(or participatory scholarship)  







•More than … 

• 100 million observations submitted 

• 7.5 million checklists entered 

• 85 thousand contributors 

• 9200 species 

• 220 countries 

eBird 







Birders 



•Ease of use 

•Tools for improving personal skills and expertise 

•Appealing to birders “benevolent competitiveness” 

Keys to eBird success among birders 











Where can I see a Golden-winged  Warbler?     



Year-Round, All Years, Full Range 



May, All Years, Full Range 



May, All Years, Zoomed  



All sightings from Magee Boardwalk 



Kenn Kaufman’s 6 May 2011 list 



Science 





Seasonal Patterns of Occurrence in the Indigo Bunting During 2011 





















Conservation 





U.S. Public Lands 

•Protected Areas 
Database for the U.S. 
(PAD-US 1.1; USGS-GAP) 

•Includes Federal and 
State agencies 

•Biodiversity protection 
status 

•Bird distributions 
overlaid on public land 
ownership map 
 

Maps produced by National Gap Analysis Program 



• Public lands support more than half 
the distribution of aridland birds (36 
obligate species) 

• Declining aridland birds affected 

by grazing, invasive species, 

energy development 

 

ARIDLANDS and Bureau of Land Management 

• 79% of Gunnison Sage-Grouse distribution 
on public lands 

• BLM manages 245 million acres, including 
more aridland habitat than any other 
agency 



Stewardship Responsibilities for Birds 

Mountain Bluebird Willow Flycatcher 



Mapping Migratory Bird Stopover Habitat to 
Inform Wind Energy Siting 

New York Natural 
Heritage Program 

Ron Rohrbaugh, Frank La Sorte, Daniel Fink,  

Andrew Farnsworth, and Steve Kelling 



Observer/Data  

Quality 



 

• build accurate data input filters to limit erroneous data 
submission 

• identify variation in observer ability 

• address the spatial bias of where observers make their 
observations 

Enhance the effectiveness of citizen science 



Human/Computer Learning Network 
Active Learning 



•Replace unscalable system of volunteer regional 
experts 

•Apply frequency of occurrence filters, generated from 
eBird data, to delineate  when a species can be 
reported in a region 

•Automatically flag unusual observations 

Emergent filters to limit erroneous 
observations 



•Can’t establish “ground truth” through multiple observers 

•Occupancy-Detection-Experience Model (ODE)  

• probability of the occupancy of the site by a particular species 
given a set of environmental covariates describing that site 

• Factor in “ease of detection” covariates 

• Quantify individual observer expertise variation based on 
covariates such as number of checklists submitted, number of 
records flagged by experts, number of species reported, etc. 

• Improved expertise by suggesting species they “should” see 

Addressing observer variability by modeling 
observer ability 



•Improve the predictive 
performance of the machine 
learning algorithms by 
guiding the sampling process 

Improving spatial coverage in citizen 
science 



•Does the system and expertise ranking provide 
incentives for greater participation? 

•Does the system encourage greater geographic 
distribution of observations? 

•Is the system “educating” the observers? 

•What is the nature of the detection curve for various 
types of observers and how does it change over time? 

Measuring HCLN impact on citizen science 
participants 



Questions? 


